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The government and the three main arms are independently checked through the Ombudsman office. Harvest
Box is an Australian organic foods retailer. However, since democracy has been institutionalized in many
ways, and at times has worked fairly well. Socioeconomic conditions. The Philippine News Media Essay -
The Philippine news media today is at a state where they seem to be more and more fearless on their
commentary and more vigilant in their society. The subject of this document with the focus on the ten critical
steps, will be the country known as the Philippines, a Republic that was formed on July 4,  The Filipino
country is a topical marine with monsoons from the north east from November through April and from the
southwest from May to October. First, if there is a leadership crisis, like there was in January , following the
aborted impeachment trial of then president Joseph Estrada, and the AFP chooses to withdraw its support from
the sitting president, it virtually guarantees the end of that presidency. What might cause public support for
Duterte to soften? Without the cooperation of the PNP and government prosecutors, its impact has been
further diminished. Traditional social services such as medical clinics or feeding programs for malnourished
children are no longer budget priorities. There were investigations and inspections done to know where all the
money of the national budget had gone. It is a personalized fight between those who do not follow the rules
and the rightful vigilante whose rules reign supreme. Over the past year, opposition to both the substance and
process of Cha-Cha has grown. Moreover, the alternative to democracyâ€”authoritarianismâ€”is not an
abstraction, at least to older Filipinos who experienced the Marcos dictatorship. Duterte is the first president
from the southern island of Mindanao, and his election was a significant political milestone for the
Philippines. During his campaign, he heaped criticism on the Manila-based elite, vowed to undertake a
nationwide assault on illegal drugs and criminality, and promised to change the government to a federal
system. In answering these questions, it is important to start by recognizing the sources of democratic
resiliency in the Philippines. Through a number of policy incentives as well as strict supervision by the DILG,
the priority at the barangay level has now become the monitoring and surveillance of drug suspects and the
rehabilitation of drug users who have surrendered. Why has Duterte made illegal drugs his signature issue? As
a result, public support for the president is an important factor in perceptions of presidential power. In
addition, police officers and politicians alike have been publicly denounced as supporting and profiting from
drug crimes and thus threatened not only with being indicted, but also with becoming victims of extrajudicial
executions themselves. It is rare for multiple government authoritiesâ€”including the PNP, national
government agencies, and local government officialsâ€”to work together to address pressing social issues. In
recent years, the AFP appears to have become more professional and less political, but all presidents still
cultivate the support of the AFP leadership. Democratic resiliencies. But in the Philippines, parties are
abysmally weak, and to date have been unable to provide compelling alternative leaders or narratives.


